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Can environmental monitoring systems
do a better job at managing
processable and interpretable
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The recipe
I Get the data from somewhere

I Sensors, files, middleware, database, ...
I Get rid of its heterogeneity

I Bring it into some canonical form
I Often that’s some database schema
I Sometimes there is an XML schema (e.g. MMEA)

I Process the data
I Generally necessary to achieve anything useful
I Even simple things like hourly average

I Obtain information from data
I Lot’s of ways, manually and automatically

I Represent information
I So that it is processable and interpretable
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The technologies
I The obvious ones ...

I The math, stats, and related software packages
I At least one programming language

I Machine learning
I Handy to extract information from data
I But depends on the application
I Other computational models are cool too

I Ontologies
I Oh no, that word again
I Let’s skip it

I Situation theory
I Situation what?
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Situation theory

I Useful to describe what is occurring in the world
I In a monitored environment, in particular
I Situation is a structured part of the world
I What objects exist in a situation?
I When and where do they exist?
I What are their attributes?
I How do they relate to each other?
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Ontologies and related technologies

I (Ask me for a definition if you want one.)
I Support you in teaching yourself what you already know
I And along the way teach some of it to computers
I Useful ontologies here

I Semantic Sensor Network
I RDF Data Cube Vocabulary
I Situation Theory Ontology
I OWL-Time, GeoSPARQL, PROV-O
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Resource Description Framework (RDF)

I Data model at the base of semantic technologies
I Statement

I Triple consisting of <subject, predicate, object>
I Subject is a resource, entity referred to by URI
I Predicate is a property, referred to by URI
I Object is the value of the property, URI or literal

I Set of statements is a RDF graph

ex:a-datetime

2014-10-24T19:36
Datatype: xsd:dateTime

owl-time:inXSDDateTime

owl-time:Instant
rdf:type
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RDF serialization (RDF/XML)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl-time "http://www.w3.org/2006/time#" >

]>

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:owl-time="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example.org#a-datetime">
<owl-time:inXSDDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">2014-10-24T19:36</owl-time:inXSDDateTime>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example.org#a-datetime">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl-time;Instant"/>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>
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RDF serialization (N-Triples)

<http://example.org#a-datetime>
<http://www.w3.org/2006/time#inXSDDateTime>

"2014-10-24T19:36"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime> .
<http://example.org#a-datetime>

<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Instant> .
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Semantic Sensor Network: Features
I Sensors

I The sensing method they implement
I Their capabilities, e.g. range of operation
I On what platform they are installed

I Observations
I Property of feature observed
I Sensor that made the observation
I When (and where) the observation was made
I The observation value obtained in measurement
I The quality of observation
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Semantic Sensor Network: Example

ex:a-observation

ex:a-thermometer

ssn:observedBy

ex:temperature

ssn:observedProperty

ex:ambient-air

ssn:featureOfInterest

ssn:Observation

rdf:type

ssn:Sensor

rdf:type

ssn:Property

rdf:type

ssn:FeatureOfInterest

rdf:type
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Semantic Sensor Network: Example (cont’d)

ex:a-datetime

2014-10-24T19:36 Datatype: xsd:dateTime

owl-time:inXSDDateTime

owl-time:Instant

rdf:type

ex:a-output

ex:a-value

DUL:hasRegion

ssn:SensorOutput

rdf:type

ssn:ObservationValue

rdf:type

14.6 Datatype: xsd:double

DUL:hasRegionDataValue

ex:a-observation

ssn:observationResultTime ssn:observationResult

ssn:Observation

rdf:type
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RDF Data Cube Vocabulary: Features
I Datasets

I Define the structure of a dataset
I Specify the components (the “columns”)
I Including the property and metadata (e.g. order)

I Observations
I The “rows” of a dataset
I Relate to a dataset
I And to component property values (the “cells”)
I According to dataset structure definition
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RDF Data Cube Vocabulary: Example

ex:a-observation

15.5 Datatype: xsd:double

ex:temperature

ex:a-dataset

cube:dataSet

ex:a-feature

ex:place

cube:Observation

rdf:type ex:a-time

ex:time

cube:DataSet

rdf:type

ex:a-geometry

geo:hasGeometry

geo:Feature

rdf:type

owl-time:Instant

rdf:type

2014-01-04T15:38:25.000+02:00 Datatype: xsd:dateTime

owl-time:inXSDDateTime

sf:Polygon

rdf:type

POLYGON ((0 0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 1, 0 0)) Datatype: geo:wktLiteral

geo:asWKT
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Situation Theory Ontology: Features

I A situation is said to support infons
I Infons are tuples consisting of

I Relation
I Set of objects
I Polarity [0/1] (“truth value”)

I Object are relevant to the relation
I Objects can have attributes
I Infons can also have attributes
I A situation can be an object
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Situation Theory Ontology: Example

ex:a-datetime

2014-10-24T19:36 Datatype: xsd:dateTime

owl-time:inXSDDateTime

owl-time:Interval

rdf:type

ex:a-infon

STO:anchor3

ex:storm-at

STO:relation

ex:a-region

STO:anchor2

ex:a-storm

STO:anchor1

STO:_1

STO:polarity

STO:ElementaryInfon

rdf:type

STO:Relation

rdf:type

geo:Feature

rdf:type

ex:a-polygon

geo:hasGeometry

STO:RelevantIndividual

rdf:type

ex:a-attribute

STO:hasAttribute ex:hasArea

POLYGON ((0 0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 1, 0 0)) Datatype: geo:wktLiteral

geo:asWKT

sf:Polygon

rdf:type STO:Attribute

rdf:type

ex:a-value

STO:hasAttributeValue

ex:a-situation

STO:supportedInfon

STO:Situation

rdf:type

1.0 Datatype: xsd:double

STO:attributeValue

STO:Value

rdf:type



How did machine learning fit
into the picture again
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Computational models
I Sit between processed data and represented information

I Feed on data objects and return information objects
I Objects in information about situations

I Useful for information extraction
I Let software automatically do the work
I Virtually necessary in some applications
I Hardly possible in others

I Large family
I Machine learning
I Complex event processing
I Mechanistic models



How does all this fit together
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Processing

I Radar data obtained from FMI Open Data
I Octave script processes data
I Identify storm polygon contours
I Represent polygon as WKT
I Create MMEA observation message
I Includes timestamp and all polygons at that time
I Messages are processed to situations
I Situations are stored to Profium Sense
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Directions
I Users can add directions
I Origin, destination, departure time
I Upon registration of a direction

I Fetch route from Google Directions
I Gives also estimated time of arrival
I Fetch situation time steps in interval
I Compute situations for driver location
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Query situations

prefix ns: <http://cleen.mmea.com/storm#>
prefix sto: <http://vistology.com/ont/2008/STO/STO.owl#>
prefix time: <http://www.w3.org/2006/time#>

select ?relation ?time ?location
where {

[
rdf:type sto:Situation ;
sto:supportedInfon [

sto:relation ?relation ;
sto:anchor2 [ time:inXSDDateTime ?time ] ;
sto:anchor3 [ profium:location ?location ]

]
]
filter (?time > "2014-10-15T08:30:00.000+03:00"^^xsd:dateTime)
filter (?relation = ns:storm-at || ?relation = ns:driver-at)

}
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Query situations (cont’d)

...
where {
[

rdf:type sto:Situation ;
sto:supportedInfon [

sto:relation ns:storm-at ;
sto:anchor1 [ ns:hasArea [ sto:hasAttributeValue [ sto:attributeValue ?area ] ] ] ;
sto:anchor2 [ time:inXSDDateTime ?time1 ] ;
sto:anchor3 [ profium:location ?location1 ] ;

]
]
[

rdf:type sto:Situation ;
sto:supportedInfon [

sto:relation ns:driver-at ;
sto:anchor1 [ ns:direction [ profium:location ?direction ] ] ;
sto:anchor2 [ time:inXSDDateTime ?time2 ] ;
sto:anchor3 [ profium:location ?location2 ] ;

]
]

filter (?time1 = ?time2)
filter (profium:inside(?location2, ?location1))

}



Where is situation awareness
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Situation awareness (SA)
I Three level model useful for system architecture

I Perception: sensor data assimilation
I Comprehension: data processing, information extraction
I Projection: spatio-temporal situation reasoning

I Distributed SA also useful
I Traditionally, SA obtained and maintained by experts
I Here SA is shared among system components
I Technical subsystem can obtain and maintain SA
I Social subsystem can refine SA
I Monitoring system SA greater than sum of parts?
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Take aways
I Environmental monitoring system

I Environmental-sociotechnical system
I Technical subsystem can obtain and maintain SA

I Using computational methods
I Data assimilation and processing
I Information extraction and representation

I SA shared among social and technical subsystems
I Ontology acts as interface

I Environmental monitoring system with own SA
I Representation of information content of maps, figures, ...

I Explicitly, i.e. accessible and processable by computers


